Beyond
the
Mountain kent
Place connecticut

Kent, at first glance to the Appalachian

Trail hiker, might seem like two worlds colliding. The lush,
green hills of the Berkshire Mountains, the cool, flowing waters
of the Housatonic River, the occasional bear, rattlesnake, or
mountain lion sighting versus your choice of two notable
chocolate shops, a downtown dotted with art galleries and
upscale boutiques, and the occasional celebrity sighting of
Kevin Bacon, Henry Kissinger, or Oscar de la Renta. The antithesis may give a moment’s pause to those hiking into town,
but once the shock wears off, hikers are thrilled to enjoy the
benefits of this small Trail town.
Tex t by Anne Franco McAndrew
P h o t o s b y Ra n d y O ’ R o u r k e

Opposite page from top: Caleb's Peak on the A.T.; hiking on River Road;
Connecticut Antique Machinery Show; Boy Scouts on North Kent Brook.
Above: Antique Machinery Fall Festival; view of Kent from Mount Algo.
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Below: the Housatonic River.
Clockwise from top right: frozen
Housatonic — the A.T. runs along the
River Road on the opposite (west)
bank; Backcountry Outfitters;
canoeing on Leonard Pond; Kent
Falls; the Morrison Gallery.
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Kent wasn’t always a getaway for Manhattanites. Situated on the Housatonic River
(the river’s name comes from the Mohican
phrase “usi-a-di-en-uk,” translated as
“beyond the mountain place”), Kent,
founded in 1739, was a small but mighty
player in the iron ore business. Both farming and iron ore were important to Kent’s
economy. But, as years passed, other parts
of the country surpassed Kent in iron ore
manufacturing, awnd Kent’s furnaces
became inactive. Slowly the town demographics began to change and “city folk”
found it to be a welcome relief from the
fast pace of New York. Farming is still a
part of the economic scene, but now the
town is home to three private boarding
schools and an interesting downtown
where the shops are all owner-occupied;
and if you take the time to stop and chat,
the shopkeepers are full of information.
The village is located nine-tenths of a
mile from the A.T. trailhead. The first
store you come to is Backcountry Outfitters, not only the area’s largest outdoor
specialty shop but also the first one on the
Trail since the Delaware Water Gap. Inside, Backcountry offers Annie Bananie
Ice Cream, and is known to make the best
milkshake on the Trail; they also offer
free wi-fi. Dave Fairty, co-owner of Backcountry Outfitters, is a Trail angel in his
own right, fixing trekking poles, unclogging water filters, and calling companies
to go to bat for hikers whose gear has
failed them. “We love the thru-hikers and
have great respect for the journey they
have chosen. They bring a lot to the table:
interest, mystique, diversity, and business,” says Dave. “The people of Kent
embrace the A.T. hikers and love having
them as a part of our town. They are an
important piece of our identity.”
Kent — population 2,858 — is also
home to the Schagticoke Indian Reservation, and Kent Falls, the highest waterfall
in New England. The center of town is
marked by a large obelisk Civil War
monument. And just down the road from
that is a war memorial dedicated to those
in Kent who died in World War II, the
Korean War, and the Vietnam War. The
Sloane Stanley Museum, the Connecticut
Mining Museum, and the Connecticut
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Antique Machinery Association are all
located just north of the village center.
Kent is often a key stop for thru-hikers
because of its close proximity to the Trail.
The town offers a laundromat, the aforementioned outfitters shop, an IGA supermarket, and a post office. Other favorite
stops include Kent Coffee and Chocolate,
Kent Pasta and Grill, and the Villager
Restaurant. The Kent Memorial Library
offers computers for public use. Cooper’s
Creek, a nearby bed and breakfast, has the
best rates for thru-hikers, although all the
B and Bs welcome them. Peter Starbuck,
of the Starbuck Inn, notes that the hikers
“are part of the rhythm of Kent. It takes

immense mental and physical discipline to
hike the Trail, and we welcome the hikers
with open arms.” According to many hikers, Connecticut is the most beautiful part
of the Appalachian Trail. Some even return to re-hike the 52-mile stretch, because,
to them, Kent is a “jewel in the crown” of
the Connecticut section.

Anne Franco McAndrew is an outdoor enthusiast
and has been a resident of Kent for 16 years.
Randy O’Rourke is a Kent local and professional
photographer: www.rorphotos.com.
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john
emotional

Rescue

Muir eloquently
encouraged us to “climb the mountains
to get their good tidings…and cares will
fall off like autumn leaves.” Many people
have heeded his advice and frequently
hike the Appalachian Trail to escape
from urban living, and the fatigue and
stress that accompany it. This is what
Benton MacKaye envisioned for the A.T.
when it was created in the 1920s. Did he
know then how desperately we would
need the tranquility of the A.T. in the
21st century?

More than 79 percent of the United
States population now lives and works
in noisy, distracting, and polluted urban
environments. Technological advances such as the

internet and digital communications have made it
easier to access information and stay connected to work,
but this has come with a price: we are bombarded with
higher quantities and faster rates of information than
can be processed. It has inhibited our ability to concentrate and experience privacy. Attention fatigue is one of
the primary symptoms of this onslaught of information
and distractions. William James described voluntary
(or directed) attention as attention that is active, requiring effort, which can become fatigued. This can cause

By Mark A. Ellison

Left: Hiker Bill Boydston lets his mind wander free on Siler’s
Bald. Photo by Mark Ellison.
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“

Technological advances have made it easier to stay connected
to work, but this has come at a price: our ability to experience privacy.”
people to become irritable, more easily distracted, and have an pleted on hiking and its relationship to job satisfaction, or even
impaired capacity to make and follow plans. Involuntary atten- to the workplace in general. So, I decided to be the first to do this,
tion in contrast, is passive, reflexive and requires no effort. One designing a study that focused on “the restorative benefits of hikof the primary benefits of wilderness and backcountry settings ing in wilderness solitude and the relationship to job satisfaction.”
is the opportunity to control the information that has to be
This research was conducted in April 2010, with 800 hikers
processed, allowing involuntary attention,
participating in an online survey during four
or soft fascination to be utilized. Environweeks. The survey was designed to be comments that encourage soft fascination typipleted
online from home, allowing hikers
■ An analysis of the demographic
cally are very natural, and can include wato
reflect
on their prior hiking experiences.
background of participants in
terfalls or streams; opportunities to hear bird
Laurie
Potteiger,
information services manthis survey revealed that the
songs or leaves rustling in the wind; draager
at
ATC,
emailed
information about
average age was 40
matic mountain vistas; or views of a sunset.
this
research
to
A.T.
long
distance hikers,
■6
 0 percent of those who
These environments are psychologically very
and
announced
it
on
the
ATC Facebook
responded were male
relaxing, and allow individuals the cognitive
page,
which
allowed
a
number
of “friends
■4
 2 percent were
freedom to think and reflect.
of
the
ATC”
to
participate.
The
survey
college graduates
consisted
of
five
sections,
including:
an
■3
 3 percent attended
introduction,
the
functions
of
wilderness
graduate school
What You Want
solitude, the recollected benefits of wilder■8
 0 percent lived in an
I started hiking as an undergraduate at Westness solitude, job satisfaction, and demourban or suburban setting
ern Carolina University, often venturing to
graphic information.
■2
 5 percent earned more
the Appalachian Trail to get away. Hiking in
One of the primary questions was: Is there
than $100,000 a year
such beautiful places captured my imaginaa
relationship
between the restorative bene■ The average amount of time
tion and has continued to be my escape for
fits
of
hiking
in
the wilderness and job satspent in wilderness over the
the past two decades. It is often taken for
isfaction?
For
the
participants in this repast year for participants
granted by those of us who venture into wilsearch,
there
was
actua lly a negative
was 40 days
derness and backcountry regularly that we
relationship between those restorative benwill feel restored after hiking. In the last few
efits and job satisfaction. This means that as
The five highest rated functions
years I have found myself asking, why do I
ratings increased for the benefits of wilderof wilderness solitude identified
feel this way? I developed such a fervent curiness hiking, ratings for job satisfaction deby participants were:
osity to learn about this, that it became the
creased. The findings also revealed that there
➊E
 xperiencing a period of
focus of my research as a doctoral student at
was a small relationship between those
personal autonomy
North Carolina State University (NCSU). As
benefits and the recollected benefits that
➋ Personal autonomy and
I became familiar with adult learning and
relate to understanding work and values, and
self identity
human resource development theories in my
improving a sense of control over work life.
➌ Exploring and thinking through
doctoral program, I saw distinct connections
Though the results indicate that hiking in
work matters and concerns
to what I experienced while hiking in wilderwilderness did not improve job satisfaction,
➍ Releasing psychological stress
ness. So, in addition to my required courses,
this type of outdoor activity did serve as an
➎ Recovering from troubled or
I also spent the last five years reviewing theoescape from the fatigue and stress of work,
depressing moments at work
ries and research on restorative environments
providing opportunities to better understand
and wilderness experience. I was fortunate to
and have a sense of control over work life.
Hikers value opportunities to be
find Dr. Roger Moore, an associate professor
autonomous, to explore, and to
in the NCSU Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
What You Need
think through and recover from
Management Department, and former Apstressful work situations. Also
Those of us who spend time in wilderness
palachian Trail Conservancy (ATC) board
revealed, was a very small positive
and backcountry environments have experimember, who guided me in the literature of
relationship between the number
enced the psychological and physical benefits
this field. I was surprised to determine that
of nights spent in wilderness and
to our health. Modern society has become
no prior empirical research had been com-

results

Happy on the A.T. in Maine. Clockwise
from top right: “Rocky” and “Playboy”;
“Dirt Road Dave”; “Trinket”; “Snow
White.” Photos by Ben Benvie.

job satisfaction. This indicates
that the amount of time spent in
wilderness did have a small impact
on job satisfaction.
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“

Environments that encourage soft fascination typically are very natural,
and can include waterfalls or streams, opportunities to hear bird songs
or leaves rustling in the wind, dramatic mountain vistas, or views of a
sunset. These environments are psychologically very relaxing, and allow
individuals the cognitive freedom to think and reflect.”

“

Those of us who spend time in wilderness and backcountry
environments have experienced the psychological and
physical benefits to our health.”

disconnected from nature because of increased urbanization,
and a reliance on and addiction to technology. It is imperative
that we educate the broader population about the unique benefits that hiking in a backcountry setting offers. One path to
achieve this is through empirical research that identifies the
benefits for individuals, and demonstrates how these benefits
transfer more broadly to impact organizations and society. This
research project was an important first step, but more research
is needed that is interdisciplinary in its approach, drawing on
the expertise of those in parks, recreation and tourism, human
resources development, psychology, kinesiology, and other fields.
This type of research is also valuable to the Appalachian Trail
Conservancy, as it would provide further justification for the
protection of land in the A.T. corridor.

20
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Letting their cares fall away: Opposite page: "Little Brown."
Above: "Stambler." Photos by Ben Benvie

This project was the first of what will be an evolving
agenda on this topic. Updates and links to other
related research will be available at
www.hikingresearch.com. Questions or comments
may be sent to: hikingresearch@yahoo.com.
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trail natives

Smoky
Mountain
Elk …

… once roamed the southern Appalachian Mountains

and elsewhere in the eastern United States. They were

eliminated from the region by over-hunting and loss of habitat. The last elk in
North Carolina was believed to have been killed in the late 1700s. In
Tennessee, the last elk was killed in the mid-1800s. By 1900, the population of
elk in North America dropped to the point that hunting groups and other conservation organizations became concerned the species was headed for extinction.
A primary mission of the National Park Service is to preserve native plants and animals on lands
it manages. In cases where native species have been eliminated from park lands, the National Park
Service may choose to reintroduce them. Successful wildlife reintroductions in Great Smoky Mountains National Park have included the river otter, peregrine falcon, and three species of small fish.
When the first elk were released into Cataloochee Valley — in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park — in 2001, the project was considered an experiment that would last five years, during
which time researchers would gather and analyze the data necessary to make long-term projections
about the herd’s success or failure in the Smoky Mountains. When the data was analyzed at the end
of those five years there was an incredible amount of information that was learned about the herd,
including home ranges, dietary composition, survival and reproductive rates, what impacts they were
having on park resources, and much more. Partners in the project include the Rocky Mountain Elk
Foundation, Parks Canada, Great Smoky Mountains Natural History Association, Friends of the
Smokies, the U.S.G.S. Biological Resources Division, and the University of Tennessee.
Adult male elk weigh an average of 600-700 pounds. Cows average 500 pounds. Adults are seven
to ten feet long from nose to tail and stand four-and-a-half to five feet tall at the shoulder. Adult males
have antlers that may reach a width of five feet. Their main diet consists of grasses, forbs, acorns, bark,
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Opposite page: Cows often leave their newborn
calves while they go off to feed; Right: tagged
cow and calf — 2010 has been the most
successful calving season yet in the Smokies’;
Below: GSMNP’s Joe Yarkovich and park
supervisory wildlife biologist Kim Delozier
— who started the project — check up on a
tagged elk.

leaves, and buds from shrubs and trees.
Cows usually give birth to only one calf
per year, and newborns weigh about 35
pounds. They can stand within minutes
of birth, and calf and cow usually rejoin
the herd within a couple of weeks. Calves
nurse for one to seven months. Females
are ready to breed in the second autumn
of their lives. Coyotes, bobcats, and black
bears may kill young, sick, or injured elk.
Gray wolves and mountain lions, both of
which have been extirpated from the
Great Smoky Mountains, are also successful predators of elk elsewhere. Elk can
live as long as 15 years.
Most elk shed their antlers in March.
The antlers, which are rich in calcium, are
quickly eaten by rodents and other animals. (It is illegal to remove antlers from
the national park.) After they have shed
their antlers, elk immediately begin growing new ones. In late spring, elk shed their
winter coats and start growing sleek,
copper-colored, one-layer summer coats.
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Most calves are born in early June. Male
elk roll in mud wallows to keep cool and
avoid insect pests. By August, elk antlers
are full grown and have shed their “velvet.” Calves have lost their spots by summer’s end. Male elk make their legendary
bugling calls to challenge other bulls and
attract cows. Their calls may be heard a
mile or more away. Large bulls use their
antlers to intimidate and spar with other
males. Most encounters are ritualistic and
involve little physical contact; only occasionally do conflicts result in serious
injuries to one or more combatants. During the “rut” in September and early
October, dominant bulls gather and breed
with harems of up to 20 cows. Elk wear
a two-layer coat during the colder months.
Long guard hairs on the top repel water
and a soft, wooly under fur keeps them
warm. They may move from the high
country to valleys to feed, and may travel beyond the boundaries of Great Smoky
Mountains National Park in search of
new territories. Most non-cropland adjacent to the park is designated as elk buffer
zone; if elk move onto these lands but do
not come into conflict the National Park
Service will not remove the animals.
Most of the elk are located in the Cata-

loochee area in the southeastern section of
the park. The best times to view elk are
usually early morning and late evening.
Elk may also be active on cloudy summer
days and before or after storms. Park visitors should enjoy elk at a distance, using
binoculars or a spotting scope for close-up
views — they have an acute sense of smell
and excellent eyesight. Approaching wildlife too closely causes them to expend
crucial energy unnecessarily and can result
in real harm. If you approach an animal
so closely that it stops feeding, changes
direction of travel, or otherwise alters its
behavior, you are too close. Elk are large
animals — larger than the park’s black
bears — and can be dangerous. Female elk
with calves have charged people in defense
of their offspring. Males (bulls) may perceive people as challengers to their domain
and charge. The best way to avoid these
hazards is to keep your distance. Never
touch or move elk calves; though they may
appear to be orphaned, chances are their
mother is nearby. Cows frequently leave
their newborn calves while they go off to
feed. A calf’s natural defense is to lie down
and remain still — the same is true for
white-tailed deer fawns. The use of spotlights, elk bugles, and other wildlife calls

are illegal in the national park. Feeding
park wildlife is strictly forbidden by law
and almost always leads to the animal’s
demise; it also increases danger to other
park visitors.
An extremely positive sign for the program has been the success of calving season
this year. To date, 25 calves are confirmed
to have been born. Park personnel are able
to track 17 of those calves, and so far all 17
have survived — having that many calves
and a survival rate of 100 percent makes
2010 the best year for herd recruitment so
far. This is also a very good indication that
adult females have learned how to hide and
defend their calves better against predators. With all of the previous research and
management activities in mind, the park
is shifting its focus on the herd from an
experimental phase to a long-term management strategy. As part of this planning,
the park has prepared a new environmental assessment and management plan that
outlines the elk project, as well as presents
several alternatives for future elk manage-

ment. One alternative is to continue the
intensive research and monitoring that has
taken place since the beginning of the
project. The second, and the park’s preferred alternative of adaptive management,
allows for a more selective and adaptive
approach that will be less invasive for the
herd and will allow park staff to better

address possible impacts in the future.
If you come to the Smoky Mountains
to view elk this fall, please remember a
few things to help make your visit a more
enjoyable and safe one. Bring binoculars
and zoom lenses — this allows for great
viewing and photos from a safe distance.
Be very mindful of your food scraps and
please clean up after yourself — this helps
eliminate the chances of an elk becoming
conditioned to human food. Stay in or
near your vehicle when the elk are out
(and please pull off to the side of the road
to allow traffic to continue around you).
And be patient — this allows everyone
to have a better experience in Cataloochee, at a Cataloochee pace.

For more information visit:
www.nps.gov/grsm

Information courtesy Joe Yarkovich, wildlife/elk management, Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Photos by Marilyn S. Neel of Susie and Chuck Neel Photography, www.neelsphotography.com

Five million steps to a better guidebook.
In 2010, contributors to The A.T. Guide logged GPS tracks and waypoints for every mile of the trail.
Carry the most accurate and comprehensive full-trail guidebook: www.theATguide.com

elevation profiles • 52 town maps • northbound and southbound editions

www.theATguide.com

The A.T. Guide is not affiliated with the Appalachian Trail Conservancy.
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stories
trail

The
BOOTS
Gearing up for a
planned thru-hike on
the Appalachian Trail
in the summer of 1975,
my friend and Trail
partner Eric proposed that we do a
preparatory hike over the Christmas
holidays in the north Georgia mountains.

Th e auth or - no
w a more se ason
ed hiker
- on th e A.T. in
2010; Inset: th e
novice br ea king
in his not-so-stu
hiking boots in
rdy
1974.

“You need to see what it is really like,” he said. “Living in Florida, you just can’t prepare because
it’s too flat.” The hike was probably a good idea since I had never backpacked before. Eric, on the
other hand, had been on one multi-day backpacking trip in the past, so by comparison, he was a pro.
Then Eric asked me the zinger, “Do you care if you spend Christmas away from your family?” “Nah,”
I said, pretending not to care. Being seventeen, I didn’t want to appear “uncool,” and doing most
anything with your family at that age was viewed as uncool. Life was all about exerting independence.
It would be the first time in my life that I would be away from home for the holidays and the prospect
made me a bit unsettled. Christmas had always been a fun family affair, although the season’s commercialism was increasingly turning me off. Perhaps I needed a change of venue.
From doing a paper route, I had saved enough money to buy a basic backpack and a down
sleeping bag from the local Army-Navy store. Boots were a different matter. The only pair I could
afford were artificial leather work boots from Kmart. The material appeared to be a pliable plastic.
Eric frowned when he saw them, but agreed that the soles had good tread for gripping slippery
rock faces. We set out on our journey north in Eric’s pickup truck. Conditions became increasingly wintry around Atlanta, and by the time we pulled into the parking lot at Neel’s Gap, our
surroundings were a mountain wonderland of snow. From inside the warm truck looking out, it
was an inviting sight for two Floridians.

That SAVED
Christmas
22
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¨Boots were a different matter. The only
pair I could afford were artificial leather
work boots from Kmart. The material
appeared to be a pliable plastic.¨

1974.
T. in wi nter
Hiki ng th e A.

75.
-hik e, Main e, 19
Do ug, A.T. th ru

[|(

in
au ss en on A.T. .
Er ic He rm in gh
1974
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Ge or
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Being
seventeen, I
,
didn t want to appear
uncool,”and doing
most anything with
your family at that
age was viewed as
uncool. Life was all
about exerting
independence.

We opened the truck doors. Icy wind gripped
us. We hurriedly slipped on coats, wool caps and
gloves. “My God it’s cold,” I exclaimed, stating the
obvious. From the back of the pick-up, we lifted
our frightfully heavy backpacks, filled with enough
macaroni, instant oatmeal, gorp, and Spam to feed
us for a week. I suppressed a groan as I hoisted my
pack onto my shoulders. Did Daniel Boone carry so
much gear? We quickly set out on the storied Appalachian Trail with the expectation that vigorous exercise would soon warm us up.
Exhilaration filled me for the first mile as we
crunched through newly fallen snow, steadily climbing. During the second mile, I felt I was getting a
blister, and by the third mile, I was not only getting
one blister, but two. Each mile seemed like another
day in the “Twelve Days of Christmas,” but the surprise “gifts” were not all pleasant ones. By the fifth
mile, we were slipping down our first steep descent
in icy conditions. This was followed by a tortuously
steep climb up Wildcat Mountain on the other side
of a gap. Each series of steps elicited gasps for air. I
didn’t realize you could sweat so much in freezing
temperatures, but rest stops were brief because to halt
movement meant to invite in the cold. I was feeling
like a pack mule in Antarctica.
After seven-plus miles, I nearly crawled into our first
lean-to style shelter and overnight stop. Only the day’s
spectacular scenery, vistas easily seen through leafless
forests, made the effort worth it. The cascading streams
were especially noteworthy. They were a series of sparkling multi-layered icicles. We ate macaroni and spam
while wrapped in our sleeping bags and I slept that
night with my red nose barely poking out of my
mummy style bag. I thought Floridians mostly came
to the mountains to escape summer heat. It was then
that I asked myself: what did this have to do with
preparing for our summer trip on the A.T.? We might
hit some cold weather near the end of the journey, but
by then we should be thoroughly broken in.
By Day Three, I was becoming painfully aware of
muscles I didn’t know existed. To top it off, I noticed
that a tear had begun to form on the top of my right
boot near where the shoelaces began. I put on that
miracle of inventions — duct tape. By the next day,

however, the tear had grown to three inches and the
duct tape was clearly not working. Cold and moisture
from snow was seeping in, soaking my sock. Christmas with my family was looking better with each step
— warmth, good food, gifts, laughter, games,
warmth, good food. On the morning of the fifth day,
Christmas Eve, my right boot completely tore in half.
I had to duct tape a plastic bag over my foot to keep
it from freezing. It was then that I turned to Eric with
an obvious conclusion, “I won’t make it over another
mountain.” I let out an exaggerated sigh. Eric glanced
at my foot and frowned. “There’s a highway at the
next gap,” he said begrudgingly. “We can hitch back
to the truck from there.”
For the next mile or more, we descended a steep
slope through ice, snow, and freezing rain. I lost
nearly all feeling in my right foot, which was a good
thing given the sharp rocks. The paved highway and
all that it represented was an early Christmas present.
Because it was Christmas Eve, and perhaps due to our
pitiful appearance — how many hitchhikers do you
see with a plastic bag over their foot — we easily
caught rides back to Neel’s Gap and Eric’s truck. We
made it to my house that evening, much to my family’s delight. Eric dropped me off and continued on
towards his home in central Florida. He suddenly
didn’t want to miss Christmas with his family either.
And we owed it all to my plastic work boots.
That summer, Eric and I flew up to Maine just
days after we graduated from high school. There was
still snow atop Katahdin, although nowhere near what
we had seen the December before. Initially, our biggest challenge was swarms of biting black flies. During the ensuing months, we braved monsoon-like
rains, heat waves, blisters, and homesickness. Eric and
I separated in Vermont due to my yearning to strike
out on my own, but we each completed the Trail soon
after the first snows began to fall in north Georgia. I
was home by Thanksgiving.

Doug Alderson is the author
of several books:
www.dougalderson.net
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